Dear doctoral candidate,

Aalto Current Research Information System (ACRIS) contains the university’s up-to-date research and artistic output and activity information. Doctoral candidates are part of the Aalto research community.

It is important that you have a profile in ACRIS in order to communicate about your research to the academic world through the Aalto research portal. Check if you already have a profile: https://research.aalto.fi/en/ > Search yourself.

From academic year 2019-2020 onwards we transfer personal information of Aalto’s doctoral students from Oodi Student register to ACRIS. We transfer the information of all those students who have started their studies in or after 2010, and have enrolled as attending students for autumn 2019, and of those who have, at an earlier date, given permission for the transfer of data to ACRIS. Even though you might enroll as a non-attending student later on, your profile will stay in ACRIS. Those doctoral candidates that are also personnel already have a profile in ACRIS. With Oodi integration, we only transfer the information of the supervising professor and the thesis advisor to ACRIS.

The information transferred:

- Your name and title
- Your affiliation (department, research group)
- Your education
- Your Aalto contact information (e-mail, phone number)
- Your supervising professor
- Your artistic and research output and other relevant data (if imported from pre-Aalto systems or inserted by your colleagues in the case of joint publications).

You end up with a public profile in research.aalto.fi where you can showcase your research and artistic output, main activities, prizes, press mentions etc. You can see examples of the profiles of researchers in Aalto research portal (research.aalto.fi).

Important addresses to remember:

- acris@aalto.fi - any questions regarding ACRIS, this transferring of data or research related information.
- Acris.aalto.fi – log-in page for the system.
- https://wiki.aalto.fi/display/ACRIShelp/Start+here – ACRIShelp wiki provides instructions and guidance

Privacy notice General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679

Legal basis for processing your personal data for ACRIS is that the processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest (Article 6(1) point e). This means that your unambiguous permission is not necessary for this processing.

As a data subject you have the right to object, on grounds relating to your particular situation, at any time to processing of personal data concerning you which is based on the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority or the legitimate interest of the university. In such cases, the university shall no longer process the personal data unless the university demonstrates compelling legitimate grounds for the processing. (Article 21)

You can find more information of processing your data from here
https://research.aalto.fi/Policy/ACRIS_privacy_notice.pdf
https://into.aalto.fi/display/contact/Privacy+notice
If you have any questions about data protection or want to exercise your rights you may contact the Aalto University data protection officer dpo@aalto.fi.